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Dear Mr Cole, 

 

We refer to your email of 1 May 2018 which requested the following clarification to your FOI 

request dated 3 April 2018 (ref 2018-04615)  

 

“I appreciate your attempt to be helpful by explaining the difference between missions and 

sorties.  However I would like, as requested in my first question, the number of missions, 

rather than sortie data you have provided.” 

 

Please see the additional information requested. 

 

1) For each month between January and March 2018, and broken down between i) Reaper, 

ii) Tornado, and ii) Typhoon: 

 

a) the total number of missions undertaken by these aircraft on Operation SHADER. 

b) the number of those missions entering Syria. 

c) the number of those missions entering Iraq. 

 

 Syrian Entry Recorded Iraq (No Syrian Entry Recorded) 
Total 

 Reaper Tornado Typhoon Reaper Tornado Typhoon 

Jan 64 43 32 3 9 5 156 

Feb 31 35 38 11 5 5 125 

Mar 64 39 46 8 10 6 173 

Total 159 117 116 22 24 16 454 

 

Please note:  The AWC records are focused on sorties flown and weapons released.  The AWC 

does not record all cases of entry into Syrian airspace by RAF Reaper, Tornado and Typhoon 

aircraft.  For Reaper, all missions recorded as entering Syrian airspace will have transited 

through (and possibly operated in) Iraq due to the basing location of this platform.  For 
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Typhoon and Tornado, AWC records some Syrian airspace entry cases and these might be for 

transit or to reach their area of operation in Syria; this is not synonymous with weapon release. 

 

The table records those two Syrian airspace cases (transit and operational area) in the Syria 

columns.  The remainder of the missions flown are listed as limited to Iraqi airspace although 

some of these might have transited Syrian airspace to reach Iraq.  Weapon release locations 

are invariably recorded, i.e. all weapons releases in Iraq and Syria are specifically recorded as 

such. 

 

Even if the cases of sorties releasing weapons in specific nations are added to the totals of 

sorties flown in specific nations, that latter total will still not necessarily be complete.  This 

incompleteness is simply a function of the database design, i.e. focused on weapon 

expenditure and performance.  In supplying these figures the MoD has met the terms of the 

FoI Act in having provided the information held. 

 

If you have any queries regarding the content of this letter, please contact this office in the 

first instance. 

 

If you wish to complain about the handling of your request, or the content of this response, 

you can request an independent internal review by contacting the Information Rights 

Compliance team, Ground Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall, SW1A 2HB (e-mail CIO-FOI-

IR@mod.gov.uk).  Please note that any request for an internal review should be made within 

40 working days of the date of this response. 

 

If you remain dissatisfied following an internal review, you may raise your complaint directly to 

the Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of 

Information Act.  Please note that the Information Commissioner will not normally investigate 

your case until the MOD internal review process has been completed.  The Information 

Commissioner can be contacted at: Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water 

Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF.  Further details of the role and powers of the Information 

Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website at https://ico.org.uk/. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

PJHQ J9 FOI Secretariat 
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